Take Action – Base Watch!

1) Local Groups Adopt a Base!! Choose:
   - One of the US military bases in Latin America, or
   - A base in the US sending troops to Latin America.

2) Contact SOAW office for info and resources
   Lisa Sullivan: LSullivan@soaw.org

3) And Get R.E.A.L!
   R – Research the base
   E – Educate your local community about the base
   A – Act to close the base
   L – Live out solidarity and justice!

Provisional List of Foreign bases in Latin America*


Stop the Militarization of Latin America
No + Military Bases, No + Fourth Fleet, No + SOA

Over the last 20 years, the SOA Watch movement has worked to close the School of the Americas, which has destroyed the lives of thousands of people across Latin America.

The doors of the school have not yet closed, but 4 countries have stopped sending their troops and hundreds over organizations are petitioning their governments to do the same. We will not stop until the doors are closed!

Meanwhile, the SOA has “jumped the gates” and the same tactics and targets are being used in diverse forms throughout the Americas, in the face of increased US militarization as we see in

- Increase in US military bases in Latin America
- Increase in joint military operations and training in Latin America
- The U.S. Navy Fourth Fleet has, after its discontinuation in 1948, returned to patrolling the waters of our continent, and
- Militarization of humanitarian and emergency aid

SOMOS UNA AMERICA:
JOIN THE SOA WATCH MOVEMENT AND ORGANIZATIONS THROUGHOUT LATIN AMERICA IN RESISTING THE SPREAD OF US MILITARIZATION AND PROMOTING A CULTURE OF PEACE

www.soaw.org - Twitter: @soawatch - YouTube: closethesoa